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ABSTRACT

Electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM) is an important information source that influences consumer product evaluations. The author previously developed a computational model that predicts the potency-magnitude relations of eWOM messages involving subjective rank expressions, which refer to linguistic representations related to the attitude-levels of the benefits of product attributes. This paper extends the typology of message expressions and mathematically investigates potency-magnitude relations with a focus on intensified comparative expressions that involve the “degree” of the differences among two or more objects. The investigations were performed first under the premise of a strict assumption called an interval assumption, and the results were verified under the premise of a conservative assumption called a surjection assumption. These assumptions were introduced to determine the cognitive relationship between attitude-levels and their difference-levels. The investigations include the development of a Q-magnitude Relation Map (Q-Map) that illustrates how the relations change based on the values of two evaluation parameters: evaluation target size and evaluation scale size. Based on the observations of the Q-Maps, five unexplored hypotheses on the potency-magnitude relations were developed with respect to intensified comparative expressions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been a focus on electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM) as the information source that influences consumer product evaluations (Chen & Xie, 2008; Lee & Lee, 2009; Park & Kim, 2008). eWOM messages refer to statements that are posted electronically in social media such as bulletin boards on the Web. The content includes other consumers’ product evaluations...
and recommendations based on their own experiences and preferences. What kinds of eWOM messages have large potency on changing positively or positive reinforcing the product evaluations made by the consumer who reads the messages? If we can predict the potency on an individual basis, then it will be possible to create an intelligent agent to selectively provide effective statements to individual consumers from among the huge volumes of diverse eWOM messages on the Web. These kinds of intelligent agents would increase opportunities to use eWOM messages and could be expected to promote interactions between consumers via the Web.

One main issue underlying the current research is what kinds of human cognitive mechanisms contribute to utilize such vast amount of messages, in which the areas of cognitive informatics (Wang et al., 2011) and web intelligence (Zhong et al., 2008) are also involved. Granular computing researches, which are spreading in these two areas, showed one important approach to the issue by focusing on the fact that humans use many levels of granularity in daily problem solving (Yao, 2010). In contrast, the author looks into the cognitive mechanisms for attitude changes through messages rather than those for problem solving. The basic idea is that messages without an impact on attitude changes can be ignored even if they contain deeply concerned information because they do not change the message receiver’s attitude.

Fujimoto (2010) previously proposed cognitive hypotheses that account for the potency differences in two types - comparison and degree - of eWOM messages involving subjective rank expressions, which refer to the linguistic representations related to the attitude-levels of the benefits of product attributes. To apply the cognitive hypotheses to various types of messages obtained using techniques from opinion mining and sentiment analysis (Liu, 2011; Pang & Lee, 2008), a computational model, called an inference space model, was developed. The inference space model enables us to evaluate eWOM messages numerically and to predict the potency-magnitude relations between two messages by comparing their numerical values, which are called inference quantum values.

Investigations with the inference space model showed that potency-magnitude relations depend critically not only on the message receivers’ expertise about the products but also on their evaluation parameters: evaluation target size and evaluation scale size, which respectively denote how many targets are considered and how fine a scale is used for the evaluation (Fujimoto, 2012a). The structures of the dependencies on the evaluation parameters were illustrated using Q-magnitude Relation Map (Q-Map) and Priority Message-Class Map (P-Map); Q-Map showed the magnitude-relations of the inference quanta, while P-Map showed the expected message-classes with the largest potency (Fujimoto, 2012a).

This paper extends the typology of eWOM messages and revises Q-Maps by focusing on the intensified comparative expressions, which involve the “degree” of the differences among two or more objects. For example, messages such as “A is slightly better than B” and “A is much superior to B” involve such expressions because they not only compare A with B but also specify the degree of the difference with “slightly” and “much.” Intensified comparative expressions also include expressions that repeat the same lexical item, e.g., “more, more, more than.” Since such expressions are often seen in the content on social media, findings with respect to them are expected to improve the performance of eWOM message filtering agents.

The following are the contributions of this paper:

1. Modeled eWOM messages involving intensified comparative expressions as intensified comparison type messages (Section 3);
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